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Introduction to Variable Pricing
Variable pricing, in this context, refers to charging different toll rates based on the time of day or
level of congestion. The practice of charging higher prices for a co~odity during times of
peak demand is common in many industries; for example, telephone rates increase during peak
periods. This pricing scheme enables commodity providers to regulate usage and attempt to
flatten out the peaks and valleys in demand. In theory, this is an equitable and efficient form of
pricing, but application has proven difficult on toll roads and toll bridges across the United
States.
Variable road pricing has several advantages over traditional flat rate tolling. The primary
advantage is that it encourages some peak period drivers to travel during off-peak times. This
improves travel during the peak period by reducing congestion, but does not impede travel in the
off-peak as there is spare capacity in the system during these times. Several countries have
successfully instituted variable pricing (most notably Singapore), but several factors have
minimized variable pricing's progress in the United States.
The Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA's) Congestion Pricing Pilot Program (now
referred to as Value Pricing) has funded several pre-project studies in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Los
Angeles, Portland (Oregon), Boulder, New York, and San Francisco. However, there is no
money under the pilot program to fund these projects past the study phase. As stated earlier,
there is money to fund three other projects to implementation, two high occupancy toll (HOT)
lane buy-in projects and a variable toll project in Lee County, Florida. One additional project, a
study of S.R. 91 in California, was also funded.
At the same time, the general public is being introduced to congestion pricing through focus
groups, surveys, and in one case, a citizen's jury. During the summer of 1995, the Humphrey
Institute for Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota conducted an intense five-day citizen's
jury on the topic of congestion pricing. The National Research Council also examined
congestion pricing ("Curbing Gridlock" - Special Report 242). This report was written by
industry experts and compiled a vast amount of data available on traditional tolling, variable
pricing in other countries, and the theoretical effectiveness of variable pricing in the United
States.
The focus is now on implementing and carefully analyzing several variable pncmg pilot
programs. The analysis of travel behavior, environmental quality, citizen and political response,
societal conditions, equity issues, and economic development will be shared so that other areas
will have evidence of the benefits of variable pricing. This document outlines exactly how this
data collection will be performed for the project in Lee County.

Variable Pricing in Lee County
Lee County has several characteristics that make it an excellent test area for variable pricing.
The most important is related to the geography of the area. Many Lee County residents live
and/or work in one of two cities - Cape Coral and Fort Myers (see Figure 1). The majority of
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people reside in Cape Coral and commute across the Caloosahatchee River to their employ~ent
in Fort Myers. As can be seen in Figure 1, there are four main bridges traversing the
Caloosahatchee River: the Cape Coral Bridge, the Midpoint Bridge, Business 41, and U.S. 41.
Interstate 75 also crosses the river, but well outside the city and does not carry a significant
number of commuters. The Cape Coral and Midpoint bridges are tolled while Business 41 and
U.S. 41 are not.
The variable pricing project will affect tolls on both the Cape Coral and Midpoint bridges, while
the areas third toll bridge - the Sanibel Island Causeway - will not adopt variable tolls. (Variable
pricing was not implemented on the Sanibel Island Causeway primarily due to the atypical traffic
flow characteristics on the causeway.) Affecting traffic on Midpoint and Cape Coral toll bridges
will greatly impact commuter traffic in Lee County. Since commuter traffic occurs at peak
times, this is the traffic the variable pricing program is attempting to target. Therefore, these two
toll bridges are well suited for a variable pricing pilot project.

Figure 1: Lee County Toll Bridges

Additionally, Lee County does not suffer from severe congestion. After the opening of the
Midpoint Bridge corridor in October 1997, congestion in Lee County has been minimal.
Therefore, the data collected during this study will primarily indicate user's response to a change
in toll rate, a very "clean" data point, uncomplicated by constantly varying levels of congestion.
Of course, the project will carefully examine any change in congestion, and any travel behavioral
changes due to both congestion and variable pricing.
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As part of this project, Lee County installed electronic toll collection (ETC) systems at the three
toll bridges. ETC began in November 1997 on a trial basis and reached a steady level of
participation in February 1998. This now allows for easy implementation of time-of-day pricing
and also allows for extensive data collection. From the opening of the Midpoint Bridge to the
end of the variable pricing project, detailed information on each vehicle that crosses any toll
bridge will be stored and used for traffic data analysis, including:
• time the vehicle passed through the toll plaza
• number of axles
• payment method
• direction of travel and lane number
This detailed information, in conjunction with Lee County Department of Transportation's
extensive traffic data collection program, will be used in the monitoring and evaluation plan.

Legislative Context
As discussed previously, this project is one of 10 projects funded by FHWA under the
congestion (value) pricing pilot program. It is one of three projects funded to full
implementation. 80% of funding is from FHWA, 10% from Florida Department of
Transportation, and 10% from Lee County. All three agencies are involved in every aspect of
the project, particularly this monitoring and evaluation plan (MEP). Lee County government and
bridge bondholders are supportive of this variable pricing project. The County Commission has
approved the change in bridge toll and FHWA and FOOT have been supportive as the Lee
County project proceeds towards implementation.

Technological Context
Electronic toll collection (ETC) was installed on the toll bridges to facilitate variable pricing.
This method of toll payment allows patrons to obtain time-of-day tolling relatively easily. The
plaza computer maintains the current time along with all toll transaction information. Whenever
a Lee Way patron, using ETC, passes through the plaza during the discount hours the plaza
computer simply deducts half the regular toll from that users account.
However, those patrons not using ETC, or using ETC with the coin drop option, are not eligible
for variable pricing discounts. This will encourage the use of ETC without coin drop, the fastest
toll collection method available in Lee County. It will also reduce the amount of lost toll
revenue due to "happenstance" travelers. There are several different categories of patrons that
will travel during the discount periods:
1. patrons that normally drive during peak periods but changed their travel time to off
peak periods due to variable pricing,
2. patrons that normally drive during peak periods but changed their travel time to off
peak periods due to some reason other than variable pricing,
3. patrons that drive during off peak periods just because that is when they happen to
start their trips.
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One goal of the Lee County project is to maximize patron type number one. Patron types two
and three are also important to traffic in Lee County, and are encouraged. However, to keep
revenue loss due to variable pricing at a minimum, variable pricing discounts are restricted to
only those LeeWay patrons paying 100% electronically. Due to the volume of literature Lee Way
patrons will receive regarding variable pricing, and the public awareness campaign, this will
virtually ensure that all of the people receiving the discount know about the discount. In this
manner Lee County will maximize the percentage of patrons that purposefully altered their
driving time for the variable pricing discount versus those drivers that happen to be driving
during discount hours.
After careful examination of traffic patterns on all three toll bridges, focus group interviews, and
survey results, the following discount periods were set:
• 6:30 AM to 7:00 AM
• 9:QQ AM to 11:QQ AM
•

•

2:QQ

tO 4:QQ
6:30 PM tO 7:QQ
PM

PM
PM

This can be seen graphically in Figure 2. The line in Figure 2 indicates the traffic pattern on the
Cape Coral Bridge, and the bar indicates the discount hours. The toll during peak hours and
standard hours will not change under the variable pricing plan. The toll during the discount
hours will be reduced by 50%.
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Political and Environmental Justice Context

Variable pricing projects are often controversial, as they often involve a new or higher toll. New
and/or higher tolls are politically difficult to implement, particularly when these tolls are
targeting a specific group. In the case of variable pricing, higher tolls are often targeted at
commuters. This evokes the response that the variable pricing project is unfairly penalizing the
average worker, the one whom is least able to change travel times, and the one whom can least
afford the higher toll.
This negative response was also observed during focus groups in Lee County. Focus group
participants were introduced to a "typical" variable pricing scheme, where tolls were increased in
peak periods. This invoked a strong negative reaction, with group members often citing the
unfair taxation of the average worker. However, when Lee County's variable pricing plan was
introduced, all group members spoke very positively with regards to the idea of lowering tolls in
the off peak periods.
The lowering of tolls in off peak periods avoids the political and environmental justice problems
commonly associated with variable pricing. The average worker, who cannot change their travel
time from the peak periods, does not see an increase in their toll rate, but rather may experience a
decrease in congestion during their commute. Additionally, all those toll patrons that can take
advantage of variable pricing will travel during uncongested periods and receive a discounted
toll.
The only negative issue in using this form of variable pricing is the lost toll revenue. The
revenue reserve fund created for this project will cover any revenue shortfall below the minimum
level required by bridge bondholders. Therefore, this will not cause a problem.

Institutional Context

As in the San Diego HOT Lane Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (MEP), Lee County will
carefully examine the institution issues highlighted by the "Buying Time:. Guidebook" (also
found in 1). These references list seven areas of institution issues that pricing programs often
find most difficult to overcome. These areas include:
1. determination of goals
2. comparison and contrast of congestion relief strategies
3. focusing on revenue uses and equity impacts
4. make outreach to key opinion groups a priority
5. development of a reliable technology plan
6. use of an incremental approach
7. carefully design of a marketing and media strategy

1

Munnich L. et al., "Buying Time: Institutional and Political Issues in Congestion Relief Tolls",
Transportation Research Record 1576, Washington, D.C.
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Goals
The two primary goals of the Lee County Variable Pricing Program include:
1. extensively analyze the impacts of variable pricing in Lee County
2. reduce congestion during peak periods in Lee County
·
Due to the nature of this project, a Federally funded pilot program designed to gain
understanding of variable pricing, the focus in Lee County is on the analysis of variable pricing's
impacts.

Congestion Relief Strategies
Lee County has carefully studied its congestion relief options during Phase I of this project.
Many options were available, including peak period surcharges, longer off-peak discount hours,
having variable tolls at all three bridges, a 25% discount, allowing all users to be eligible for the
discount rate, etc. After receiving input from focus groups, surveys, town meetings, politicians,
and congestion pricing experts the strategy outlined in the technological context section was
chosen.

Revenue Uses and Equity Impacts
Due to the structure of Lee County's variable pricing program, neither of these issues are of
primary concern. As stated earlier the lost revenue from the discounted tolls will be
compensated for by the revenue reserve fund contained within the federal grant. Additionally,
Lee County has planned an aggressive public awareness campaign that highlights the benefits of
variable pricing to both those that can take advantage of it (and therefore receive discounted
tolls) and to those left in the less congested peak periods.

Public Support
It is important to gain support from three key stakeholders; citizens, elected officials, and local
institutional leaders. Although building support for reduced tolls is a relatively easy job, there
are always some skeptics that carefully analyze every situation to determine how the government
is mistreating them. Therefore, the LeeWay project team has hired a marketing firm that is under
the guidance of a full time LeeWay staff member dedicated to the marketing and public
awareness aspects of this project. The dedication of the LeeWay team to this important task, the
events and public awareness campaigning that has already begun, and the extensive plans for
future efforts all indicate that this potential stumbling block will be overcome. In addition, it was
a local county commissioner that brought the project to Lee County, and continues to be an
ardent supporter of the project.
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Technology Plan

The TransCore team is in charge of developing the ETC system and the software to allow for
variable tolls. TransCore has an excellent record in the field of ETC, and has already installed
the system at Lee County's three toll bridges. The technology plan is fully documented in
TransCore's Advance Revenue Collection System Plan of July 1997, and subsequent updates.

Incremental Approach

In Lee County, congestion relief measures have come in three stages:
I. the opening of the Midpoint Bridge
2. the introduction of ETC
3. the introduction of variable pricing.
.
All three of these initiatives will reduce traffic congestion in Lee County. The opening of the
Midpoint Bridge and the introduction ETC have already reduced congestion. There has been
sufficient time between each of these measures such that the public will not be too overwhelmed
with changes. These time gaps also allow researchers sufficient time to gather some data on the
effects of each measure.

Marketing and Media Strategy

As previously mentioned, the Lee Way team has made public awareness a high priority. As part
of the measurement and evaluation plan (MEP), the impact of these efforts will be examined as
well as both the media's and public's response to various promotions and campaigns.
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Introduction to the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (MEP)
This document contains the plan for the collection of variable pricing related data in Lee County.
This data includes traffic count data, queue lengths, transit usage, average vehicle occupancy,
vehicle speeds, travel time runs, air quality, noise levels, accident reports, socio-economic
profiles of many segments of Lee County's population, user preference surveys, in-lane
interviews, focus groups, and mail-back surveys. The plan is based on the table in Appendix A.
This table lists questions that should be answered by this variable pricing project along with the
appropriate data collection method and the time period to collect the data.
The list of questions was developed in order to ensure important research areas were included in
the study. These important research areas were developed from the following sources:
1. FHWA Congestion Pricing - Guidelines for Project Development (1996)
• Transportation and traffic
• High occupancy vehicle use
• Air quality
• Violation and enforcement
• Traffic incidents
• Public information and community response
• Pricing system
• Financial, economic, and distribution results
2. FHWA National Program:
• " ... encouraging testing and evaluation of congestion pricing in a variety of
settings nationwide ... special attention is given to evaluating the impacts of
congestion pricing projects, including those related to travel behavior,
environmental quality, societal conditions, and equity and economic
development".
3. Lee County's Key Issues
Due to the nature of the project in Lee County, certain key issues deserve a great deal more
attention and research than other issues listed above. For example, the relatively minor amount
of congestion now occurring in Lee County, the fact Lee County is an air quality attainment area,
and the fact that the congestion pricing locations are prone to wind (being just beside the
Caloosahatchee River), makes the air quality issue a very minor issue. However, also due to the
limited congestion, patron reaction to the toll discount will be particularly important to examine
from a financial perspective. Therefore the following are Lee County's key issues to investigate:
• Transportation and traffic
• Traffic incidents
• Public information and community response
• Pricing system
• Financial, economic, and distribution results
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From this table and the key issues listed above, the entire plan to monitor the impacts of variable
pricing was designed. This plan is shown as a series of tables, grouped by data collection
method. This presentation method was necessary to show the vast amount of information in an
easy to understand manner.

General Description of Data Collection Efforts
The primary goal of this project is to extensively analyze the impacts of variable pricing in Lee
County. To this end, there has already been a great deal of data collection performed in Lee
County, ever since Phase I was awarded in to Lee County in late 1995. However, significant
changes to both transportation infrastructure (the opening of the Midpoint corridor project) and
toll collection method (ETC), since the awarding of Phase I limits the applicability of data
collected prior to 1998. Therefore, even greater emphasis must be placed on future data
collecting efforts.

Table 1: Data Collection Dates

Data Collected

Date of Collection
Pre-variable pricing During variable pricing

Traffic Counts (Bridges, cordon
lines & intersections)
Traffic queues, AVO, LeeTran,
erratic maneuvers
Air Quality

March 98, May 98

August 98, March 99, August 99,
March 00
March 98, May 98
August 98, March 99, August 99,
March 00
March 98, May 98
August 98, March 99, August 99,
March 00
Continuous data collection and storage

Accidents, Socio-economic data,
marketing info.
Spot Speeds

May98

Video recording

March 98

Time Delay Runs

March 98, May 98

Focus Groups
Telephone Surveys

May98

In-lane Surveys

May98

To be done during periods
without other collection efforts
August 98, March 99, August 99,
March 00
August 98, March 99, August 99,
March00
September 98, January 99,
September 99, January 00
November 98, May 99,
November99
May (or March) 99

The data outlined in Table 1, and in subsequent data collection tables, is highly sensitive to both
time of day and to the stage of the variable pricing project. The pre-variable pricing stage
includes everything up to the start of variable pricing in the summer of 1998. However, the more
recently collected pre-variable pricing data will be much more applicable than data collected
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Table 2: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan Schedule

Monitoring and Evaluation Plan Schedule
Data Collection
Operation
Traffic Counts
Q, AYO & Mode
Air Quality
Traffic Incidents
Public Perception
Socio-Economic
Spot Speeds
Video Recording
Time Delay Runs
Focus Groups
Telephone Surveys
In-Lane Surveys

1998
1999
2000
J AS ONDJ F MAMJ
MAM J J AS ONDJ F MAMJ
A P A U UUECOEAEAPAU U U E C O E A E A P A U
R R Y N LGPTVCNBRRYN L G P T V C N B R R Y N

prior to the opening of the Midpoint corridor and the introduction of ETC. Therefore the data
collected on each vehicle passing through the toll plazas, along with the two pre-variable pricing
study efforts (in March and May 1998) will be critical.

Explanation of the Tables
Questions
This section lists the questions that this particular data collection effort will answer. However, in
some cases this data collection effort will not be the primary or most direct method used to
answer the particular question. It may provide only secondary or antidotal information.
Collection Method
This provides additional details on exactly how the data will be gathered. However, this part of
each the data collection table will require further clarification and details as the project moves
forward. CUTR will provide much of this information for each data collection effort.
Responsibilities
Coordination - CUTR will be in charge, with Lee Way staff as local support, of
coordinating and organizing the data collection efforts.
Collection - This lists the individuals/organizations responsible for physically collecting
the necessary data. Outsource indicates an outside contractor.
Input - This lists the individuals responsible for tal<lng the raw data and entering it into
computer format, in a.well-organized file format.
Analysis- CUTR will take the data, analyze the results, and present it to LeeWay staff in
a series of interim reports and a final report as outlined in our scope of work.

Collection Location(s)
This lists the locations for the data collection efforts. For traffic data, it will be collected in both
directions throughout the data collection period. The 20 key turning movements at the 7
intersections selected for detailed study are listed in Figure 1. In addition, the 5 cordon lines and
8 travel time run routes are also depicted on Figure 1.

Collection Times
This indicates the month, day, and even the times that the data is to be collected. Much of the
traffic data collection is to be done during 6 "focus months" where we will obtain a snapshot of
the data at a specific time. These months are March 1998, May 1998, August 1998, March 1999,
August 1999, and March 2000. The most intensive data collection will be during May of 1998
and March 1999. However, as this project proceeds it may become necessary to collect
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additional data, or deviate from what is written in this outline, depending on results from early
data collection efforts.

Estimated Costs
These are a rough estimate with regards to the anticipate cost to the LeeWay project of each of
these data collection efforts. This cost does not include any ofLeeWay staff, CUTR staff, or
bridge staff salaries. It was assumed that:
• CUTR and LeeWay staff salaries are taken from other parts of the contract
• bridge staff, MPO staff, and LeeTran staff will be willing to help out with the project
without charging their time to Lee Way
• Lee County DOT staff would charge much of their time spent on the Lee Way project
against the LeeWay project.
• Temporary employees from Kelly Temp Services will be hired (at $11.32/hour) from
Fort Myers to do much of the labor.
CUTR also made assumptions on the cost of all items that need to be outsourced. These are
rough estimates and made need revisions. Total estimated costs are approximately $505,000.

Comments
This section contains additional details on many issues, particularly why that data collection
effort is important and how it will be used.

List 1: Control Movements
1. Pondella eastbound to U.S. 41 Business southbound
2. U.S. 41 Business northbound to Pondella westbound
3. Hancock Bridge Road eastbound to U.S. 41 southbound
4. U.S. 41 northbound to Hancock Bridge Road westbound
5. Del Prado Blvd. southbound to Midpoint Bridge eastbound
6. Midpoint Bridge westbound to Del Prado Blvd. northbound
7. Del Prado Blvd. northbound to Midpoint Bridge eastbound
8. Midpoint Bridge westbound to Del Prado Blvd. southbound
9. Del Prado Blvd. southbound to Cape Coral Bridge eastbound
10. Cape Coral Bridge westbound to Del Prado Blvd. northbound
11. Colonial eastbound to Summerlin southbound
12. Summerlin northbound to Colonial westbound
13. College eastbound to McGregor northbound
14. McGregor southbound to College westbound
15. College eastbound to McGregor southbound
16. McGregor northbound to College westbound
17. College eastbound to Summerlin northbound
18. Summerlin southbound to College westbound
19. College eastbound to Summerlin southbound
20. Summerlin northbound to College westbound
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Figure 3: Lee County Traffic Data Collection Plan

List 2: Cordon Lines (hourly, directional, plus 15-min counts for Cordon Line A)
Cordon Line A Over the Caloosahatchee River
(Counter locations: 41. and 1, Midpoint Bridge Toll Plaza, Cape Coral Bridge Toll Plaza. and
Sanibel Bridge Toll Plaza)
Cordon Line B Near East Side of Caloosahatchee River
(Counter locations: 428, 282, 14, and 236)
Cordon Line C Near West Side of Caloosahatchee River
(Counter locations: 397,431, Veteran's Memorial Pkwy. immediately west of Del Prado Blvd.,
and Cape Coral Parkway, immediately west of Del Prado Blvd.)
Cordon Line D Far East Side of Caloosahatchee River
(Counter locations: 452, 211, 278,245,432, 43,256, and 3Z)
Cordon Line E Far West Side of Caloosahatchee River
(Counter locations: 394,419, 50, and Cape Coral Pkwy., immediately west of Country Club
Blvd.)
XX - indicates a permanent count site where data is now collected on a continual basis.

List 3: Travel Time Delay Routes
1.

Pondella/Moody east to U.S. 41 Business, south across Edison Bridge, south along
Fowler Street to Fowler/Colonial.

2.

Evans/Colonial north along Evans, north across Edison Bridge, west at Pondella to
Pondella/Moody.
Hancock Bridge/Moody east to U.S. 41, south across Caloosahatchee Bridge, south along U.S. 41
to Colonial/U.S. 41.
U.S. 41/Colonial north along U.S. 41, north across Caloosahatchee Bridge, west at Hancock
Bridge to Hancock Bridge/Moody.
Country Club BlvdNeterans Memorial Pkwy east across Midpoint Bridge, east along Colonial to
Colonial/Solomon
Colonial/Solomon west along Colonial, continuing west across Midpoint Bridge, west along
Veterans Memorial Pkwy to Country Club Blvd.Neterans Memorial Pkwy.
Coronado/Cape Coral Pkwy east along Cape Coral Parkway, continuing east across Cape Coral
Bridge, east along College to U.S. 41/College.
U.S. 41/College west along College, continuing west across Cape Coral Bridge, west along Cape
Coral Parkway to Coronado/Cape Coral Parkway.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Traffic Counts
Key Issues : Transportation and Traffic

Public information and community response
Question(s)
1. How many trips were rescheduled due to variable pricing?
2. How many trips were induced due to variable pricing?
3. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce/increase congestion/queues at
the toll plazas?
4. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce congestion outside of the
immediate toll plaza areas?
5. How far away from the toll plaza areas could congestion reduction be measured?
6. Has any shift in travel times occurred on Sanibel Island Causeway?
7. Have travel times on key corridors throughout the county changed during peak periods?

Obtain accurate and detailed traffic count information.
Bridge traffic data is collected continuously at each of the three toll bridges.
This information is recorded in real time and contains detailed information on
each vehicle crossing the bridge. This includes time of transaction, number of
axles, and payment method. Detailed information has been collected and
stored since the opening of the Midpoint bridge.
Intersection information will be collected during the 5 focus months. This
information will be collected primarily through video taping of the queues at
these intersections during rush hours.
Cordon line information will also be collected during the 5 focus months.
This information will be collected during a Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
period during each focus month. This information will be recorded in 15minute increments by direction.
Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT
Responsibilities Collection
Input
Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT

Collection
Method

Collection
Location(s)

Collection
Time(s)

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

CUTR

Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel
1 to 24
Cordon Lines A,B,C,D, & E
For the permanent count stations and the bridges, data will be collected
continuously throughout the life of the project, 24 hours a day.
For the turning movements and/or cordon lines, counts will be 24 hour counts
for several days, during the months of:
• March 1998
• May 1998
• August 1998
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Estimated
Costs
Comments

• March 1999
• August 1999
• March2000
500 hours* $18 / hour (average)* 6 periods= $54,Q00
This data will be used to measure the number of vehicles traveling at various
times throughout the day. This data will be investigated over time to look for
trends in travel times and queues. It cannot measure if the vehicles are
traveling at those times due to variable pricing.
Analysis will focus on bridge traffic where the best information is available.
Variables such as the transaction payment method and number of axles will
be examined to determine what effect variable pricing has on the percentage
of these vehicles in the traffic stream.
The transaction payment method will also be tracked over time to examine
potential impacts of the public awareness campaign. Observations such as the
· any significant increase in variable pricing patrons / Lee Way ETC users after
an awareness campaign effort will be recorded and analyzed in an attempt to
link awareness dollars spent to increased participation.
Cordon line counts will be utilized over the life of the project to examine
shifts in traffic over both time of day and over the life of the project (month to
month and year to year comparisons).
Key corridors include all of those corridors in List 3 - travel time delay
routes.
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Queue, AVO, and Mode Studies
Key Issue : Transportation and Traffic
Question(s)
3. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce/increase congestion/queues at
the toll plazas?
·
11. To what extent has the variable pricing program caused a shift in mode of travel? (have
carpools increased/decreased, has the number of LeeTran passengers changed, what kthe
average vehicle occupancy)
.
15. To what extent have vehicles altered their spe~d in order to take advantage of variable
pricing?
24. To what extent has the variable pricing program reduced driver stress?
Collection
Manually count the number of vehicles in the queues in each direction for
Method
each toll plaza. Record every 5 minutes from 6 am to 7:30 pm. This

information, combined with traffic data collected at the toll plaza, will enable
the translation of traffic volume into traffic queues. This will also allow for
validation of computer simulation models that have already been developed
for the three toll bridges.
Manually record the number of passengers in each vehicle in half-hour
increments from 6 am to 7:30 pm .. This information will provide the average
vehicle occupancy counts for Lee County Bridge traffic for both discount and
standard toll times. This information will be used to track the number of
single occupant vehicles and high occupant vehicles. Using this data,
variable pricing's impact on average vehicle occupancy can be measured.
Obtain passenger information from LeeTran. LeeTran does not keep this
information by time of day. However, we will work with LeeTran in order to
do a study on the specific routes over the bridges (Routes #30 - Cape Coral
Bridge and 120 - Midpoint Bridge)
Keep track of any erratic travel behavior that seems to be designed so the
vehicle will arrive during the discount period. This will be extremely difficult
to consistently measure scientifically, particularly since there are already
erratic behavior exhibited at the plazas before variable pricing has begun.
This will have to be measured antidotally, during each data collection period.
Responsibilities Collection
Jim T. & Lucien P., Outsource, LeeTran, CUTR
Input
CUTR
Coordination CUTR
& Analysis
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Collection
Location(s)

~ridges,.Intersections

Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel

Cordon Lines

•

Collection
Time(s)

March 1998
May 1998
• August 1998
• March 1999
• August 1999
• March2000
Times: 6am to 7:30pm

Estimated
Costs
Comments

720 hours* $11.32/hour * 6 periods= $48,900

•

In addition to this information, videotapes will be reviewed to get average
vehicle occupancies at other locations in the county.
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Control Site Observations
Key Issue : Transportation and Traffic
Question(s)
3. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce/increase congestion/queues at
the toll plazas?
4. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce congestion outside of the
immediate toll plaza areas?
5. How far away from the toll plaza areas could congestion reduction be measured?
6. Has any shift in travel times occurred on Sanibel Island Causeway?
7. Have travel times on key corridors throughout the county changed during peak periods?
9. How many new LeeWay customers were added because of variable pricing?
11. To what extent has the variable pricing program caused a shift in~ mode of travel? (have
carpools increased/dec'reased, has the number of LeeTran ·passengers changed, what is the
average vehicle occupancy)
Collection
To help compensate for daily and monthly traffic fluctuations, traffic data
Method
from Lee County's permanent count stations will be used. Lee County has 49
permanent count stations that collect data throughout the year (See Appendix
B). They collected directional traffic count data in 15-minute increments, and
are therefore useful for variable pricing analysis.
Using this data, the change in traffic around the entire county can be
examined. Due to the seasonal nature of traffic throughout Lee County it is
critical to compensate for this change in traffic. Several methods will be used
to attempt to eliminate traffic data fluctuations not due to variable pricing.
The first will be to use Sanibel Island toll plaza as a gauge to how many users
are switching to ETC due to the start of variable pricing or just typical
demand for ETC.
Another method will be to calculate a surrogate measurement of vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) from this traffic data. Also, typical traffic throughout the
county will be examined. These two measurements will be used to offset the
fluctuations seen in traffic at the two toll bridges.
Responsibilities

Collection
Location(s)
Collection
Time(s)

Collection

Jim T. & Lucien P., CUTR, Lee County DOT

Input

CUTR

Coordination
& AJ.}alysis
Bridges

CUTR

1-------+--~---------------:--------1

Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel
Across the entire county - focusing on permanent count
records.
Throughout the life of the project
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Estimated ·
Costs
Comments

No anticipated outside fees for this activity.

It is critical to separate the naturally occurring traffic fluctuations in Lee
County from the changes in traffic due to variable pricing. It is also
important to monitor how traffic reacts to ETC on Sanibel Island Causeway,
in comparison to how traffic reacts to both ETC and variable pricing at
Midpoint and Cape Coral Bridges.
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Air Quality Calculations
Issue : Air quality
Question(s)
12. To what extent has the variable pricing program improved air quality, noise quality?

Collection
Method

After obtaining accurate traffic count information run air quality and noise
models. This will include traffic volume data, traffic composition data
(number of axles), and vehicle speed distribution.
Responsibilities Collection
See Traffic Counts

Input

Collection
Location(s)

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel
As needed

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)
Estimated
Costs
Comments

Throughout the life of the project. Modeling periods would coincide with the
six traffic count periods (i.e. March 1998, May 1998, August 1998, March
1999, August 1999, and March 2000).
$25,000-need to obtain air quality models and run the models using the
traffic data obtained in this plan.
Due to the limited impact variable pricing is predicted to have on noise and
air quality (primarily due to the weather patterns near the toll bridges, and the
anticipated percentage of vehicles that may participate in variable pricing) it
was decided the time and cost involved in collecting noise and air quality data
was not justified. Therefore models will be used to predict the impact of
variable pricing.
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Traffic Incident Observations
Key Issue : Traffic Incidents

:

Question(s)
14. To what extent has the variable pricing program increased or decreased the frequency
and severity of crashes in proximity to the toll plazas?

Collection
Obtain accurate crash data from Lee County DOT.
Method
Responsibilities Collection
Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT
Input

Collection
Location(s)

Jim T. & Lucien P.

Coordination · CUTR
& Analysis
Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel
Bridges
Intersections
Cordon Lines

Collection
Time(s)

Throughout the life of the project, and obtaining historical data when
available (3 years at Cape Coral and Sanibel Bridges)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

No anticipated outside fees for this activity.
In this data collection effort we are particularly interested in accidents
occurring near times variable pricing turns on and off. Accidents will be
examined for the past 3 years on the approaches to Cape Coral and Sanibel
Bridge toll plazas and during the variable pricing project for all three bridges.
These will be compared to determine any increase in accidents due to variable
pricing.
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Socio-Economic Characteristics
Question(s)
. _· .
17. Socio-economic characteristics of Lee County residents.
18. Socio-economic characteristics of Lee County ·commuters.

Collection
Method

Obtain accurate and the most up to date survey/census information available
for Lee County. This may be the 1990 census data. However, other County
organizations may have done more recent surveys and have more up to date
data.
Responsibilities Collection
Jim T. & Lucien P., CUTR, Lee Co. MPO

Collection·
Location(s)

Input

Jim T. & Lucien P., CUTR, Lee Co. MPO

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

CUTR

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

Throughout the life of the project, and obtaining historical data. The 1996
survey did not examine the socio-economic profile of bridge users. Future
surveys (telephone, focus groups, and in-lane) will include socio-economic
questions.
No anticipated outside fees for this activity.
This data will be used in conjunction with the data obtained in the surveys
done for this project. If the survey/census data available on Lee County
residents is found to be inadequate, then this project may need to perform
such a survey.
This information is critical in order to predict what impact variable pricing
will have in other markets, i.e. to build a transferable variable pricing model.
It will also improve the Lee County specific variable pricing models (see
telephone survey comments).
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Public Perception and Response
Key Issue : Public information and community response
Pricing ~ystem
Financia,, economic, and distribution results
Question(s)
19. What percentage of residents know a~out the variable pricing program?
20. What percentage of commuters know about the variable pricing program?
Collection
Method

Gather and maintain records on the type, amount, and cost of the marketing
done for LeeWay. Also collect information on the number and type of
LeeWay (Lee County's ETC program) applications over time. Also track the
number ofLeeWay users that switch payment methods over time (i.e. from
coin drop ETC to paying electronically).
Lee Way Staff
Responsibilities Collection

Collection
Location(s)

Input

CUTR

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

CUTR

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)
Estimated
Costs
Comments

This data should be maintained from the beginning of Phase I of the project.
It will help other cities in determining what marketing efforts work best and
are most cost effective.
All outside costs for this activity (like the news clipping service) are already
accounted for under the marketing budget.
This effort will not directly answer the above questions - but when used in
conjunction with surveys will yield a measure of how effective the various
marketing campaigns were.
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Spot Speeds
Key Issue : Transportation and Traffic
Question(s)
15. To what extent have vehicles altered their speed in order to take advantage of variable
pricing?

Collection
Radar gun
Method
Responsibilities Collection
Input

Collection
Location(s)

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

Jim T. & Lucien P., CUTR
CUTR
CUTR
Cape Coral, Midpoint, and possibly their approaches

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)

These speeds can be recorded at regular dates throughout the life of the
project, and pre-variable pricing. These dates can coincide with the intensive
traffic data collection days, but this is not necessary. They cannot coincide
with any in-lane survey dates.
Times: 6:15 am to 7:15 am, 8:45 am to 9:15 am, 10:45 am to 11:15 am,
1:45 pm to 2:15 pm, 3:45 pm to 4:15 pm, and 6:15 pm to 7:15 pm

Estimated
Costs
Comments

2 radar guns* $3,000/radar gun= $6,000
This data will yield a quantitative measure of whether or not vehicles are
altering their speed to take advantage of variable pricing. With the correct
video tape recorder (including built in chronometer), only video taping would
be necessary in the toll plaza area. If a noticeable change in vehicle speeds
does occur coinciding with variable pricing times then additional speed
studies will be conducted further away from the bridges to determine the
extent of this speeding/slowing phenomenon. The focus here will be on time
of day speed changes, not the change in speeds over the life of the project.
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Video Recording
Key Issue : Transportation and Traffic
Question(s)
3. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce/increase congestion/queues at
the toll plazas?
4. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce congestion outside of the
immediate toll plaza areas?
5. How far away from the toll plaza areas could congestion reduction be measured?
(queues)
8. Have queues at critical intersections decreased during peak periods or increased during
shoulder periods?
15. To what extent have vehicles altered their speed in order to take advantage of variable
pricing?
Collection
Video cameras will be positioned around the county in order to obtain
Method
accurate queue information.
Responsibilities Collection
Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT

Collection
Location(s)

Input

Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT

Coordination·
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

CUTR
Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel, Caloosahatchee
1 to 24

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

For the turning movements and bridges, efforts will be for 1 to 2 week
periods during the months of:
• March 1998
• August 1998
• March 1999
• August 1999
• March2000
22 cameras and tapes@$580 /month* 5 periods= $63,800
Video taping will be utilized as a method for permanent record keeping of
congestion (queue lengths), and back-up check to accuracy of manual
observations for some data. Not all video will be reviewed and analyzed.
Due to the limitations of videotape it will not be used at all intersections.
Queue length may also be collected manually from the ground/helicopters
(helicopters supplied free of charge by Lee County Mosquito control).
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Time-Delay Runs
Key Issue : Transportation and Traffic
Question(s)
4. To what extent did the variable pricing program reduce congestion outside of the
immediate toll plaza areas?
5. How far away from the toll plaza areas could congestion reduction be measured?
(queues)
7. Have travel times on key corridors throughout the county changed during peak periods?
Collection
Vehicles are driven on set routes and the time it takes to travel that route (and
Method
segments of the route) is recorded.
Responsibilities Collection
Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT, CUTR

Collection
Location(s)
Collection
Time(s)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

Input

Jim T. & Lucien P., Lee County DOT, CUTR

Coordination
& Analysis
Routes

CUTR
All 8

•
•
•
•
•
•

March 1998
May 1998
August 1998
March 1999
August 1999
March 2000
(1,008 hours* $IO/hour)+ (7200 miles* .29/mile) + ($IO/person exp.* 24
people* 3 days)= $12,888 * 6 periods= $77,328.
Lee County DOT staff may be able to do some of these travel time runs,
cutting down on the expense. Note: the large number of runs that it would
take to create a statistically valid sample means this data would be for
antidotal purposes only.
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Focus Groups
Key Issues : Transportation and Traffic
Public information and commu~itt response
Pricing system
Financial, economic, and distribution results
Question(s)
11. To what extent has the variable pricing program caused a shift in mode of travel?
13. To what extent has the variable pricing program changed "societal norms" (e.g., work
schedules, non-work schedules, etc.)?
16. To what extent has the variable pricing program been perceived as a disequity? If so,
why and by whom?
20. What percentage of commuters know about the variable pricing program?
21. What percentage of LeeWay users know about the variable pricing program?
22. What did they think of the marketing campaign?
23. Do the people understand the LeeWay program and the theories behind it? What do
they think of the variable pricing ideals?
24. To what extent has the variable pricing program reduced driver stress?
35. Do the variable pricing patrons perceive a travel time savings?
36. Do peak period commuters perceive a reduction in congestion?
Collection
Have three (employers, commuters, retirees) small ( 10-12 people) focus
Method
groups where issues such as the above can be looked at in depth.
Responsibilities Collection
Outsource

Collection
Location(s)

Input

Outsource

Coordination
& Analysis
Bridges
Intersections

CUTR

Cordon Lines
Collection
Time(s)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

Focus groups should be held during the months of:
• September 1998
• January 1999
• September 1999
• January 2000
3 groups/period* 4 periods* $4,000 /group= $48,000
These focus groups will supply qualitative data to supplement the quantitative
data obtained from the various surveys planned. They also provide a flexible
venue to obtain insight into the project from the user's perspective. The
number and type of separate focus groups per period may vary. CUTR will
develop an outline and list of questions for the focus groups, FWWA will
review and provide comments on the script.
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Telephone Surveys
Key Issues : Transportation and Traffic
Public information and community response
Pricing system
Financial, economic, and distribution ·results
Question(s)
1. How many trips were rescheduled due to variable pricing?
2. How many trips were induced due to variable pricing?
9. How many new LeeWay customers were added because of variable pricing?
10. What payment method did they use before?
11. To what extent has the variable pricing program caused a shift in mode of travel?
13. To what extent has the variable pricing program changed "societal norms" (e.g., work
schedules, non-work schedules, etc.)?
16. To what extent has the variable pricing program been perceived as a disequity? If so,
why and by whom?
19. What percentage of residents know about the variable pricing program?
20. What percentage of commuters know about the variable pricing program?
21. What percentage of LeeWay users know about the variable pricing program?
22. What did they think of the marketing campaign?
23. Do the people understand the LeeWay program and the theories behind it? What do
they think of the variable pricing ideals?
24. To what extent has the variable pricing program reduced driver stress?
25. What are the socio-economic characteristics of those LeeWay customers that
participate in the variable pricing program?
26. What are the socio-economic characteristics of those LeeWay customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
27. What are the socio-economic characteristics of the toll bridge commuters?
28. What are the socio-economic characteristics of the free bridge commuters?
29. What are the .commute characteristics of those LeeWay customers that participate in
the variable pricing program?
30. What are the commute characteristics of those LeeWay customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
31. For all commuters - Can they change their travel time? (why or why not) ·Did they
change their travel time? (What made them change/not change?)
32. What are the commute characteristics of the toll bridge commuters?
33. What are the commute characteristics of the free bridge commuters?
34. Has the variable pricing program impacted commercial traffic?
35. Do the variable pricing patrons perceive a travel time savings?
36. Do peak period commuters perceive a reduction in congestion?
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Collection
Method

Phone a large number of people to gain a statistically valid sample of
residents

Responsibilities , Collection
Input

Collection
Time(s)
Estimated
Costs
Comments

Outsource
Outsource

Coordination CUTR
&Analysis
Phone surveys should be held during the months of:
• May and November 1998
• May and November 1999
$15,000 I survey* 4 periods= $60,000

These phone surveys will supplement the quantitative data obtained from the
other large-scale surveys planned, primarily the in-lane surveys. CUTR will
develop script and questions for the surveys, and then present these for
FHWA review. The minimum number of successful interviews required will
depend on the survey developed, but sufficient surveys will be performed in
order to develop statistically valid models. Linear regression and multinomial
and binary lo git models will be used for the development of numerous
equations including the effect of household income/age/gender/trip type on
the willingness to alter travel times. Effort will be made to create models that
can be transferable to other parts of the country.
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In-lane Handout Surveys
Key Issues : Transportation and Traffic
Public information and community response
Public information and community response
Pricing system
Financial, economic, and distribution results
Question(s)
1. How many trips were rescheduled due to variable pricing?
2. How many trips were induced due to variable pricing?
6. Has any shift in travel times occurred on Sanibel Island Causeway? And why?
9. How many new LeeWay customers were added because of variable pricing?
10. What payment method did they use before?
11. To what extent has the variable pricing program caused a shift in mode of travel?
13. To what extent has the variable pricing program changed "societal norms" (e.g., work
schedules, non-work schedules, etc.)?
16. To what extent has the variable pricing program been perceived as a disequity? If so,
why and by whom?
20. What percentage of commuters know about the variable pricing program?
21. What percentage of LeeWay users know about the var.able pricing program?
22. What did they think of the marketing campaign?
23. Do the people understand the LeeWay program and the theories behind it? What do
they think of the variable pricing ideals?
24. To what extent has the variable pricing program reduced driver stress?
25. What are the socio-economic characteristics of those LeeWay customers that
participate in the variable pricing program?
26. What are the socio-economic characteristics of those LeeWay customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
27. What are the socio-economic characteristics of the toll bridge commuters?
28. What are the socio-economic characteristics of the free bridge commuters?
29. What are the commute characteristics of those LeeWay customers that participate in
the variable pricing program?
30. What are the commute characteristics of those LeeWay customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
31. For all commuters - Can they change their travel time? (why or why not) Did they
change their travel time? (What made them change/not change?)
32. What are the commute characteristics of the toll bridge commuters?
33. What are the commute characteristics of the free bridge commuters?
34. Has the variable pricing program impacted commercial traffic?
35. Do the variable pricing patrons perceive a travel time savings?
36. Do peak period commuters perceive a reduction in congestion?
Collection
This will be the primary source of data on personal travel behavior. Surveys
Method
will be handed out to drivers at the toll plazas and on the free bridge.
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Responsibilities Collection

Collection
Location(s)
Collection
Time(s)

Estimated
Costs
Comments

Inp~t
Coordination
&Analysis ·
Bridges

Outsource
Outsource
CUTR
Cape Coral, Midpoint, Sanibel, Edison, Caloosahatchee

These surveys should be handed out in a single day during:
• May 1998
• March (or May) 1999
These days CANNOT coincide with the traffic collection days.
$60,000 I survey* 2 surveys= $120,000
These in-lane surveys will supplement the quantitative data obtained from the
other large-scale surveys planned. These surveys will include both mail-back
postcards and limited verbal questioning. CUTR will develop script and
questions for the surveys, and then present these for FHWA review. Surveys
will be from 6 AM to 7:30 PM on each bridge. These surveys will be run
similar to the ones in 1996. In 1996 there were approximately 1000 people
interviewed per day, with a 25% response rate to the mail-back survey.
Therefore, the 1998 and 1999 surveys should interview 5,000 people each and
receive approximately 1,000 fill out questionnaires. Due to the disruptive
nature of in-lane surveys on the traffic flow, the number of planned events
must be limited to two. To compensate for this, four telephone surveys are
scheduled. Both of these types of surveys can obtain fairly generic
information from a large sample size, enabling the model building outlined in
the telephone survey table. For detailed information the focus groups will be
necessary.
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Appendix A

Data Collection Question Matrix
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Data Collection Matrix
2-Feb-98

Question#

Question to be answered

1 How many trips were rescheduled due to
variable pricing?
2 How many trips were induced due to variable
pricing?
3 To what extent did the variable pricing
program reduce/increase congestion/queues
at the toll plazas?
4 To what extent did the variable pricing
program reduce congestion outside of the
immediate toll plaza areas?
5 How far away from the toll plaza areas could
congestion reduction be measured? (travel
time, queues, traffic counts)
6 Has any shift in travel times occurred on
Sanibel Island Causeway? And why?
7 Have travel times on key corridors
throughout the county changed during peak
periods?
8 Have queues at critical intersections
decreased during peak periods or increased
during sholder periods?
9 How many new Leeway customers were
added because of variable pricing?

Data Collection Method
Manual
Spot
Traffic
Observation Speeds Counts

Interviews/ Focus
Handouts Groups

Surveys

Video
Recording

TimeDelay
Runs

Question#

Question to be answered

10 What payment method did they use before (
i.e. not ever a sticker user, revious sticker
user who did not join LeeWay, LeeWay user
w/coin-drop option, etc.)?
11 To what extent has the variable pricing
program caused a shift in mode of travel?
(have carpools increased/decreased, has the
number of LeeTran passengers changed,
what is the average vehicle occupancy)
12 To what extent has the variable pricing
program improved air quality, noise quality?
13 To what extent has the variable pricing
program changed "societal norms" (e.g.,
work schedules, non-work schedules, etc.)?
14 To what extent has the variable pricing
program increased or decreased the
frequency and severity of crashes in
proximity to the toll plazas?
15 To what extent have vehicles altered their
speed in order to take advantage of variable
pricing?
16 To what extent has the variable pricing
program been perceived as a disequity? If
so, why and by whom?
17 Socio-economic characteristics of Lee
County residents

Data Collection Method
Traffic
Manual
Spot
Observation Speeds Counts

Interviews/ Focus
Handouts Groups

Surveys

Video
Recording

TimeDelay
Runs

Question#

Question to be answered

18 Socio-economic characteristics of Lee
Count commuters
19 What percentage of residents know about
the variable pricing program?
20 What percentage of commuters know about
the variable pricing program?
21 What percentage of Leeway users know
about the variable pricing program?
22 What did they think of the marketing
campaign?
23 Do the people understand the Leeway
program and the theories behind it? What
do they think of the variable pricing ideals?
24 To what extent has the variable pricing
program reduced driver stress?
25 What are the socio-economic characteristics
of those Leeway customers that participate
in the variable pricing program? (I.e. sex,
household income, etc.)
26 What are the socio-economic characteristics
of those Leeway customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
(I.e. sex, household income, etc.)
27 What are the socio-economic characteristics
of the toll bridge commuters?

Data Collection Method
Manual
Spot
Traffic
Observation Speeds Counts

Interviews/ Focus
Handouts Groups

Surveys

Video
Recording

TimeDelay
Runs

Question#

Question to be answered

28 What are the socio-economic characteristics
of the free brid e commuters?
29 What are the commute characteristics of
those Leeway customers that participate in
the variable pricing program? (i.e. origin,
destination, time of travel, trip purpose, etc.)
30 What are the commute characteristics of
those Leeway customers that do not
participate in the variable pricing program?
(I.e. origin, destination, time of travel, trip
purpose, etc.)
31 For all commuters -- Can they change their
travel time? (why or why not) Did they
change their travel time? (What made them
change/not change?)
32 What are the commute characteristics of the
toll bridge commuters?
33 What are the commute characteristics of the
free bridge commuters?
34 Has the variable pricing program impacted
commercial traffic?
35 Do the variable pricing patrons perceive a
travel time savings?
36 Do peak period commuters perceive a
reduction in congestion?

Data Collection Method
Traffic
Manual
Spot
Observation Speeds Counts

Interviews/ Focus
Handouts Groups

Surveys

Video
Recording

TimeDelay
Runs

AppendixB
Lee County Traffic Data Collection
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